largely denigrated by reviewers, and treated as something of a biographical pet project by more recent academics, The Flagellants has simply not received its fair share of critical inquiry. 2 In this article, I will work to uncover how a novel so complex and artistically innovative as The Flagellants was disallowed from leaving its impact on historical understandings of its time. The Flagellants pushes upon the critical values, stylistic elements, and purported functions of American and African American literatures, while it also anticipatesand prophetically critiques-potentially problematic aesthetics that would be developed by black women writers in the 1970s.
Before black feminisms of the 70s and 80s, Polite's The Flagellants questioned the urban, masculinist culture espoused by the Black Arts Movement, particularly the problematic notion of a naturalized revol mmm5263utionary subject, which excluded black women. Her novel notes the ways black nationalist discourses absorbed American mass culture's often racist discourses on the black family and gender relations, as in the Moyniham Report, for instance. And The Flagellants also satirizes expectations pertaining to realist characterizations in black literature. The Flagellants may present naturalist settings-a dingy apartment, a street corner, the local barbut it draws on non-realist traditions of parody, surrealism, and the distortions of American culture itself, which rely on interpretations of African American culture.
Adding complication to these insights, The Flagellants was released in America in 1967-at the height of the Black Arts Movement. Although scholarship engaging Black Arts Movement (BAM) literature and art has been undertaken by recent scholars such as Aldon Nielsen, James Edward Smethurst, and Cynthia Young (among many others); and works by BAM-era women writers have enjoyed attention by current researchers like Madhu Dubey, Polite's creative and socially oriented work has nevertheless fallen to the margins of vital discourses emerging around the representations and interpretations of 1960s black nationalisms.
3 While critics in Polite's own time may have found discomfort in reading The Flagellants' one-dimensional characters, this essay makes clear that the text's actual difficulty does not lie in what it depicts, but the challenge that it presents to interpreting the novel's ideological position via these characters.
As Smethurst has observed, only recently have academics within American literary studies given serious attention to the Black Arts Movement as a regionally varying, cultural-political movement (2005, 5) . A key point that is often taken for granted in studies on the BAM is the fact that it, like the Black Power Movement (BP), it had no actual epicenter. That is, within the BAM's collection of regional variants and its extensive network of grassroots activist constituents, no one group or locality held authority over all. This variable, decentralized nature spoke to the diverse needs, interests, and available resources of different African American communities across the United States.
Despite the dispersed and occasionally factional nature of the BAM, a common theme among the Movement's groups was "a belief that African Americans were a people, a nation, entitled to (needing, really) self-determination of its own destiny" (Smethurst 2005, 15) . Distinguishing itself from the legacies of previous black nationalisms and the predominantly white, middle class American New Left of the day, the exercise of self-determination was a central feature of the Movement's cultural activity across the United States; therefore, the BAM underscored the need for artists to strive toward the development of a distinct African American culture that would be distinguished from predominantly white American cultures. Being black, the BAM maintained, was central to the experiences of African American artists, and this should be reflected in one's art; as black identity was posited as communal, it thus became the responsibility of the artist to speak "directly to black people" from this position. 4 More than the Harlem Renaissance, the Black Arts Movement saw such artistic activity as a necessary component to, and a political priority toward, the advancement of self-determination for African Americans and their communities across the United States. 5 Thus, the Movement advanced the artistic urgency of dissolving the separation of art and ideology. In contrast with the New Critics and the New York Intellectuals of the day, BAM thinkers conceived literature as a direct reflection of social experience, and the novel form was conceived as a transparent medium for ideological meaning. In order to break down the division between ideology and art, and to clarify how these divisions may be deployed toward racist ends, black artists were encouraged to discard aspirations for being accepted by America at large. Instead, BAM artists were expected to write from the place of their systemic misrecognition. This radical self-alienation aided artists' efforts in distinguishing themselves both from white American cultures, as well as from other contemporaneous, "anti-establishment" (also predominantly white) cultural circles (e.g., the Beats, the New Left, the New American Poetry).
The BAM's cultural nationalism emphasized and reflected the misrecognition of African Americans in the predominantly white, American public sphere. In his study of black nationalism, Alphonso Pinkney distinguishes Black Power's revolutionary, political nationalism as "a combination of Black nationalism and MarxismLeninism"; however, an important distinction must be made, with respect to the Black Arts Movement's cultural nationalism (1976, 14) . While Black Power's politics underscored class oppression over racial oppression, the BAM's cultural nationalism gave priority to racial oppression, based on the principle that African Americans constituted a distinct cultural nation within the United States, thus requiring a distinct aesthetic framework developed apart from any surrounding white cultures.
In contrast to her BAM contemporaries, Polite's novel demonstrates how literary aesthetics are not necessarily the ideological product of predominantly white American culture and systemic, racist misrecognition. Ideology, The Flagellants points out, operates much more delicately in everyday life. Through Jimson and Ideal's relationship, the novel illustrates how ideology's subtle transfer of oppressive values form-not only destructive forces against black solidarity, but also-a complex, social relationship between consent and ideological operations that are perpetuated through the routines that shape life; and, the novel alludes, this is how ideology ultimately goes unnoticed and unchallenged. Thus, The Flagellants points out, the exercise of self-determination, in art as well as in life, is not so clear a process as the BAM would have it; in fact, as illustrated through Jimson and Ideal, readers encounter two characters who do not necessarily struggle with distinguishing between ideology and reality-but rather, with choosing between competing, similarly ideological iterations of reality. Polite presents her two main characters via a projective mode of characterization, and this enacts processes of ideological inscription that seriously compromises any notion of autonomous subjects bestowed with agency. In this way, Polite shows, the problem of self-determination does not lie solely with pointing out the issue of whites' misrecognition of black lives (whether in art or the public sphere), but also with black men and women misrecognizing themselves and each other; and this is a burden, Polite contends, caused not only by ideological white racism, but also by similarly ideological black sexism.
In further contrast with her BAM counterparts, Polite's The Flagellants does not clearly prioritize racial oppression and unidirectional misrecognition in its expression of black lives in 1960s America. In fact, race relations and specifically named racial experiences are relatively irrelevant to the narrative. Rather, the novel's salient conflicts and controversies are generated within intra-racial relations, such as in the childhoods of Jimson and Ideal. These depictions challenge and destabilize, not only the BAM's notion of communal identity, but also the idea that African Americans constitute a distinct cultural nation apart from the rest of America. These identitarian distinctions, Polite points out, are not so clear as the BAM believes. According to The Flagellants, since no one is exempt from ideological imbrication and collusion, no individual, collective, or ideological school may be wholly innocent when it comes to the perpetuation of racism and racial oppression.
Origins and inspiration for the formation of the BAM itself may be traced to both global and domestic sources. The Cold War, Civil Rights, and America's involvement in international politics fashioned a complex matrix of colliding interests that contributed significant influence upon the development of the BAM. Following World War Two, for example, the defeat of German National Socialism named the victory of universal principles of democracy over and above eugenic myths of a superior race; as a result, in much of the world an idea of the impropriety of unabashed, institutionalized implementations of racism began to evolve (Ziegler 2015, 9-11) . 6 As the years following World War Two were also marked by significant strides in decolonization, an international atmosphere emerged that placed the United States under significant pressure. Extant, domestic demands for the dismantling of Jim Crow and the end of segregation were increased by this comparably progressive, international environment (Smethurst 2005, 33) . One domestic result of this growing global attitude was the desegregation of the American military in 1948; with Executive Order No. 9981, President Harry S. Truman ended racial segregation in all branches of the armed forces. However, as Smethurst points out, the desegregation of the American military did not prevent internal, more underhanded, discriminatory practices within the ranks of the armed forces themselves. The continuation of discrimination in the US military, notwithstanding its official desegregation, is a fact that would resonate with many black American men; pointing up a link between ideology and racism, these internal, social contradictions would influence those who went on to become BAM thinkers and leaders (Smethurst 2005, 33; Ziegler 2015, 1-13) .
With some of the BAM's developmental influence growing out of men's experiences in Truman's Cold War military, along with their attendant feelings of alienation from the American government, African American women's own experiences of oppression arguably became subsumed. Thus, while distinguishing themselves from both predominantly white American culture and various, predominantly white anti-establishment literary circles, the artists and intellectuals of the BP and BAM also succeeded in separating themselves from black women writers and intellectuals. Most disconcertingly, black nationalist discourses incorporated elements of 1960s government rhetoric on the black family, and black nationalist writers-in concert with the contentious Moynihan Report-named black men as the primary victims of American racism (Dubey 2003, 17) .
As Madhu Dubey points out, African American women became a reminder of America's legacy of slavery, and were often represented-in literature, speeches, and everyday life-as obstacles for black men in their efforts toward revolutionary freedom (2003, 19) . Within the 1960s nationalist discourse, black women were posited as links to the past, to white values-to that from which black nationalism strove to separate itself. Against discursive tendencies (perpetrated by both black and white intellectuals) to "homogenize and essentialize black women," new feminist discourses began to develop in opposition to the BAM (as well as in opposition to the predominantly white Women's Liberation Movement of the 70s) in order to explore the ways black women were hemmed in by their ideological position at the interstices of race, class, and gender discourses. 8 Women began "forming work-study groups, discussion clubs [ . . . ] women's workshops on the campuses, women's caucuses within existing organizations, [and] Afro-American women's magazines," contributing critical inquiry into the role of black women in nationalist discourses and American society at large (Bambara 2005a, 4) . During the 1970s, black women voiced their analytical responses to the BAM's nationalist program in essays and anthologies. And in their creative literary pursuits, women writers responded to the BAM's urban, northern, masculinist literary culture via new paradigms that emphasized rural, Southern American folk aesthetics-effectively reclaiming for themselves the stigmatizing past with which they had been associated.
The late-70s and 1980s brought more overtly academic critiques of the BAM and black nationalist literary values; and with the consolidation of black feminist literary criticism in the 80s and 90s, projects reclaiming black women writers of Polite's time became prevalent as well. Thus, writers who deployed the feminist, contra-BAM, Southern folk aesthetic in their work eventually went on to become those who were recovered and acclaimed by these projects in the 1980s and 90s-and by extension, these writers would also become those who are recognized, studied, and taught today. Authors such as Toni Morrison, Gayl Jones, Alice Walker, and Zora Neal Hurston (her recovered work) are perhaps some of the most well-known for deploying this aesthetic in their work.
Polite, however, was not included in these feminist literary reclamation efforts-and this is not because she did not engage a Southern folk aesthetic in her first novel. Thus, The Flagellants disagreed with the BAM's values concerning black identity, racial oppression, and the role of ideology in literary production; and as the novel's Prologue deploys a Southern folk aesthetic, the text seemed even more irrelevant to BAM-era theorists and artists. Further, Polite's text also disagreed with literary modes that would eventually become valuable archetypes for many black women writers from the 1970s onward. As an intricate, stylized mixture of commentaries-on the influences of her contemporaries, on patriarchal ideology, women writers' aesthetics, and the potential future consequences of her contemporary context-in its time, The Flagellants was a very difficult novel to take. In these ways, Polite's novel poses difficulty, not only for the BAM, but also to later critics who would look to literary texts from this era for sources of ideological resistance. The Flagellants offers a perfect storm of aesthetic elements that, given their contextual framing, have contributed to the novel's obscurity. The story of The Flagellants' vanishing, this article shows, emerges not from accounts of the author's life, or from historicizing the novel within the 1960s American milieu; rather, this story emerges from a historicization of the context into which The Flagellants was born in 1967 America. Looking carefully at this context's influences and internal contradictions helps shed light on why, even in the twenty-first century, the novel is so rarely found in either academic writing or on college syllabi.
POLITE'S AESTHETIC
The Flagellants' aesthetic enacts a complex relation to BAM values and critical strategies concerning the division between art and ideology. The Black Arts Movement's critical context emanates from various local responses to more general developments within American culture of the 1950s and 60s; and The Flagellants fashions a dark satire of these responses. In contrast with her contemporaries, Polite's novel demonstrates how literary aesthetics are not the ideological products of white misrecognition and false consciousness and, therefore, not merely ideas with which black writers should dispose. Ideology shapes human experiences, defining "acceptable" modes of thought and practices; ideology does this very subtly, interweaving its values through political and social realms so that it becomes familiar and therefore goes unchallenged. 10 As such, the novel shows, any resonances between polarized ideologies-such as black nationalism and American mass culture-warrant exploration.
Thus, rather than reflecting only one ideology, The Flagellants reveals the subtlety with which ideologies operate, how they blend and recombine, and how they are perpetuated through routines that organize human life. Through its thematic and ideological ambivalence, The Flagellants performs precisely how-as Jean Cary Bond and Patricia Peery would later write-the transference of oppressive values (which work for the oppressor) fashion dysfunctional and particularly destructive forces against black community solidarity (Bambara 2005b, 141-48) . In order to enunciate how the difficult experiences of Polite's main characters, Jimson and Ideal, occur as a result of their unwitting consent to racist patriarchal ideologies, The Flagellants' narrative enacts the complex relationship between consent and ideological operations.
However, the novel resists straightforward interpretation, such as thematic or character analysis. The novel's only theme is misrecognition-a burden imposed by the ideological, "structural constraints of white racism" and the "restrictions of black sexism"; this theme is served through the novel's structure and style, rather than illustrated in its content (Harris-Perry 2011, 52). Other content, such as Polite's mode of characterization, is also constructed in service of the novel's style. In the novel, Ideal and Jimson do not learn or grow; they are projective characterizations. The text's minor characters operate as talismans, significant only for how they affect the ways Ideal and Jimson perpetuate their tumultuous relationship. The characters' stasis is important because this allows the novel's structure to play out as a process in and of itself. Rather than functioning in service of character growth, the structure of The Flagellants operates similarly to ideology itself-providing a rhythm, or a current, by which the characters are moved.
The Flagellants' first two chapters offer a snapshot of Ideal and Jimson's everyday interactions, offering a sense-however disorienting-of their characterizations and relationship. Chapters 1 and 2 open on the present state of Jimson and Ideal's romantic relationship, which is dissolving toward a violent turning point. By contrast, Chapters 3 through 10 take the reader back in time, to happier days of their romance; however, in these chapters, pacing gradually intensifies and events grow increasingly extreme.
11 This development reveals that the novel's chapters operate as a metaphor for a vicious cycle: the process of Jimson and Ideal's relationship toward its inevitable end. Finally, Chapters 11 and 12 present events that immediately follow those of Chapters 1 and 2-the consequences of this vicious cycle.
12 Certain moments in this development are key to understanding Polite's ideological expressions.
The sweep of fantasy and resentment intrinsic to Chapters 1 and 2 are meant to disorient the reader. In the first chapter, through a rare moment of first-person narration, Ideal contemplates her unhappiness and waits in the bedroom for Jimson to come home from work:
Jimson, you beautiful black man, we cannot stay it. It is so much more natural being ignorant and forsaken, deceived and handicapped, poetic and slobbering. . . . Crusts of substandard life refuse to budge from under my toenails. I feel the sunlight and imagine one day I will wheel us out into the just life. Then this incarnation can be exploited as soul, as a past, as something to be thankful for, as a gauge toward attainment, as the surmounted obstacle. (Polite 1967, 27) Ideal's interior monologue lasts for a little over six pages, and in this span, her thoughts continually shift between anticipating escape from, and resigned acceptance of, her "substandard life." Polite's presentation of this self-deprecating, static Ideal is a significant departure from realist, BAM assumptions concerning the existence of a whole, authentic character. On the one hand, Ideal imagines escape from her current conditions, convincing herself that the sum of these circumstances will result in vindication. Yet she is resigned to the notion that it is more "natural" for her to remain "ignorant" and "handicapped" by her circumstances. She is not aware of the contradictory nature of her thoughts.
Although this image of Ideal has no context or rationale, it is significant that she is introduced in this state: "going mad waiting for rebirth"-but really just waiting for Jimson to come home from work (Polite 1967, 28) . This woman does not offer a self-determined or hopeful performance. Instead, Ideal is presented as shut in her dirty apartment, powerless against her own meandering thoughts until her man returns; in both body and mind, Ideal is at once split and contained. Recalling Cynthia Washington's 1964 piece in Southern Exposure, "We Started from Different Ends of the Spectrum," this extreme initial depiction questions where black women might fit into a paradigm such as the BAM's, defining blackness as naturalistic and bodily. Ideal's thoughts reveal that she does not recognize herself within a revolutionary model of black beauty and vitality; she understands being "forsaken" and "deceived" as her "natural" states (see Evans 1979, 238-40) . The hopelessness of this scene calls to mind how the BAM's essentialist model of black identity subsumes sexual difference and black female consciousness. As such, women's experiences of racism and sexism are given no voice or critical inquiry; they are taken as natural, which Polite emphasizes in this scene. Although there is no context in which to understand how Ideal came to this, the first chapter's scene, formed entirely of Ideal's interiority, nevertheless recalls that black women's complex inner lives are erased or absorbed in much of the nationalist discourses of the 1960s.
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When Jimson arrives home, narrative tone shifts as Ideal quickly disposes of her maudlin mood and they go out for a drink. At the bar, Jimson's anger is triggered by Ideal's reminiscences on their happier, earlier days as a couple. The scene dissolves into exchanges of character judgments, insults concerning former lovers, and racial epithets; Jimson alludes to Ideal's being a Jezebel and Sapphire and Ideal retorts, calling Jimson a "black dog" (Polite 1967, 38-40) . Their row spills into the street where Jimson leaves Ideal to an accumulating crowd of onlookers.
The couple continues to insult one another at home; here, the narrative pace slows back down as their fight takes a more methodical form. Instead of merely hurling insults, the couple exchanges stories about the shameful dispositions of two men they each once knew; comparing one another to these disreputable men, Ideal and Jimson accuse each other of perpetuating the past's oppressive cycles that propagate racism. For instance, Ideal invokes Booker Shad, a stubborn bluesman who descended into madness when his musical gifts were not properly appreciated. With this yarn, Ideal reproaches Jimson for adhering to the "school" of the "more one suffers, the deeper the soul" (Polite 1967, 51) . At this point in the narrative, there's no evidence as to whether Ideal's accusation is correct; however, Jimson's dismissal of the sketch is revealing, as he states, "I said I wanted to talk to you. I did not say that I wanted to hear your Jimson critique" (55).
Through Jimson's anecdotal rebuttal, insight may be gained into both his characterization and their relationship. Jimson tells of an old man from his childhood, Papa Boo, former slave and a boarder in Jimson's childhood home. Papa Boo was a "miserable old Uncle Tom," a "creature who knew his assigned place," and possessed "only that intelligence which was the effect of the emulation of the white man" (Polite 1967, 56, 57) . To Jimson, Papa Boo was a disgraceful figure because of how he performed racial identity. According to Jimson, because Papa Boo wanted so badly to be accepted by whites, he grew to hate other black people. He would berate the young Jimson, telling him that he was "the Prince of Darkness, a shame before God, [and] the ugliest child in the world" (58). "I was the reason my people were kept down; anything that looked like me had to be kept back," Jimson recounts (58). To Jimson, Papa Boo represented "the spikes of tradition and absurdity" that oppress black Americans with feelings of "persecution" and "ineptitude"; such feelings led Papa Boo-and others, like Ideal, Jimson contends-to think they are able to create safe spaces for themselves by performing racial stereotypes and shaming those who do not conform (59-60). For Jimson, this malignant shaming is a form of accommodationism, and individuals, such as himself, must "save" themselves by removing these interactions from their lives (60). Papa Boo's presence in young Jimson's life fashions an environment of stigmatizing shame, positioning the boy as a malignancy, based not upon his actual behaviors, but upon his physical characteristics, such as his skin tone. Jimson deploys this reminiscence of Papa Boo in order to point out his generation's denial of older generations' "innate feeling of ineptitude" and "contempt" for youthful naiveté (Polite 1967, 60) . He recalls Papa Boo in order to suggest to Ideal that she, too, suffers from harmful idealism and unacknowledged persecution by her elders. By the end of Jimson's story, the narrator relates, Ideal had lost "her three dimensional being," becoming a "flattened symbol" (Polite 1967, 60 ). Jimson's means for putting Ideal in her place erase her experience of his sexist insults in Chapter 1; the story of Papa Boo negates her interiority and personhood, and instead, demands that she recognize Jimson's. His story reduces Ideal to a stereotypeand one that neither fits her experiences nor accounts for why she insulted Jimson as she had. The result of this scene is twofold: Jimson's story inadvertently casts himself as the "hypocritical flunky" (rather than Ideal), as he blindly perpetrates the shaming he once endured by Papa Boo (57). And Jimson's yarn, however unfitting to her experiences, does affect silencing shame in Ideal: she knows that apologizing would just "give her the appearance of a well-disciplined child," so she says nothing (60). Instead, she ruminates on the pain that Jimson's childhood experiences must cause him.
As the novel continues, it reveals more information concerning how Jimson and Ideal arrived at this punishing point in their relationship.
14 In Chapters 5 through 8, narrative pace shifts frequently to highlight the increasingly antagonistic relation between Jimson and Ideal. The bulk of this section is punctuated by Jimson's repetitive lectures to Ideal on the overbearing nature of black women. In Chapter 5, Jimson (who was unemployed in Chapters 2 through 5) announces that he has found a job-which he agrees to keep on one condition:
He was going to work; but the decision did not cause Ideal to jump up and dance, grab him around his neck . . . since the announcement, naturally, was accompanied by an infernal red tape sealing the condition with, "Stay home, Ideal, and just be my wife." Any man deserving the name wanted his wife to do just that-stay at home and be his mistress-mother. (Polite 1967, 111-12, emphasis added) Ideal's displeasure with Jimson's "natural" condition for keeping a job is not stated by Ideal herself, rather it is mediated by Polite's third-person narrator. Ideal offers no testament to her actual feelings about becoming a housewife; in fact, she does not speak in Chapter 6 at all.
Instead, Polite's narrator relays Jimson's presumptions concerning Ideal's feelings about becoming his "mistress-mother"; her disapproval is assumed by Jimson/ the narrator. For instance, when Jimson tells Ideal the news, the narrator states: "What was her contention this evening? Why no cheers and buying spree?" (Polite 1967, 112) . This is swiftly followed by Jimson's lecture; with wry consideration for the reader, the narrator summarizes this speech:
If Jimson went to work, she would criticize, see the nest for what it barely was. If he stayed at home, she bitched, blessed him out. Jimson had several favorite lectures. One began, "I will teach you to take care of yourself"-the liberal's world-wide doctrine of local assistance. You are not prepared to manage yourself. You need our help; so that we are assured that you will govern your affairs in the right white way, my way. . . . The lecture did Ideal no good. (Polite 1967, 113-14) Through the narrator's synopsis of Jimson's "favorite lecture," Polite expresses a problematic reliance upon white institutions-not only for gainful employment, but also-for models to structure one's personal affairs.
Before Toni Cade Bambara's essay "On the Issue of Roles" (1970) publically discussed interpersonal conflicts between black men and women, The Flagellants elucidated the nationalist collusion with Daniel Patrick Moynihan's 1965 policy document, The Negro Family: The Case for National Action-also known as the Moynihan Report. Moynihan's report "designated black matriarchy as the principle cause of a culture of pathology that kept black people from achieving equality"; this purported model, where women made household decisions and were the primary income-earners, posited the black woman as controlling, emasculating her male partner and destroying her children's hope of future opportunities (Harris-Perry 2011, 93) . Claiming that black communities could be strengthened if black women assumed a subordinate position and allowed men to lead, Moynihan reported on the alleged deviance of black American families, rather than "identifying the structural barriers facing African American communities" (93).
15 Although black men initially railed against the report's claims, several critics have pointed out how the movement adopted Moynihan's construction of black womanhood.
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Within the "natural" model that Jimson proposes, his commitment to a patriarchal family system like the one suggested in the Moynihan Report is implied; and his annoyance with Ideal's presumed disapproval mirrors the virulence of black nationalism's investment in a model of patriarchal masculinity. This reveals, as bell hooks has argued, the way that white oppressors are "able to establish a bond of solidarity with Black men based on mutual sexism" (1986, 79), drawing our attention to Jimson's collusion in oppression through his willingness to assume an antagonistic relation to his female partner. The lack of masculine privilege that Jimson feels as a result of Ideal's (apparently imagined) "chronic dispraise" displaces onto Ideal his oppressions in the labor market (Polite 1967, 112) .
This, of course, also directs attention back to an important aspect of the novel's critical context, in which African American men had felt alienated from the federal government. Thus, Jimson may be read as summoning patriarchal values in order to obtain a feeling of normalcy-in order to allay, however misguidedly-the "chronic dispraise" he feels from his social experiences in America at large. Summoning echoes of Moynihan in this scene, through Jimson's speech and Ideal's silence, Polite reveals how the myth of the black matriarch opposes not only the nationalist assertion of essential difference from the decadent, ineffectual white middle class, but also the Movement's promise to rouse a new black consciousness from accommodationism.
Through the narrator's mediation of Ideal's thoughts and feelings, Chapter 6 also demonstrates how black feminine consciousness is subsumed within both American cultural and nationalist patriarchal models. Jimson becomes an excessive supplement to Polite's narrator in the latter half of the novel. This is key to Polite's expression via Jimson, who is unwittingly caught in an interminable feedback loop: he is unaware of how he has been hobbled by racism and malignant shaming since childhood. At the end of Chapter 6, Jimson quits his new job (he believes his white female boss sexually desires him) and at the beginning of Chapter 7, he walks home imagining the quarrel that may catalyze with Ideal. When he arrives home, he is ready to argue. Before he tells Ideal he has quit, he presents a litany of questions: "Can you tell that I have paralyzed myself? . . . Can you tell me why you need to castrate me? Why I need to be castrated? . .
. Can you tell what is fact about me and what is fancy?
Can you tell what I want?" (Polite 1967, 129) Jimson's interrogation demands that Ideal tell him whether or not she knows him, or is able to recognize him, for who he is. However, Jimson himself may not know the answers to these questions; he cannot perceive how he is inscribed within ideology. His questions are merely dissemblance, protecting him against the onslaught he imagines Ideal will give.
If Ideal is able to perceive Jimson's ideological inscription and/or dissemblance, she does not testify to it. She is speechless, calculating her reaction so as not to further hurt Jimson. She tries to placate him, asking him to explain what is wrong, hoping he does not misidentify his pain as being her fault (Polite 1967, 129-30) . Up to this point in the novel (despite Jimson's allegations), Ideal has been reticent in the face of Jimson's tirades, sustaining herself on imaginative escapism and obeisance. In Chapter 7, however, Jimson does not allow this. He responds to her pacification with violence; he exploits her obedience and demands she physically engage him. Polite's narrator mediates: "If this is what Jimson needed in order to calm down, take away his throw, Ideal would respond. . . . She bit, clawed, kicked, and held on with her not-too-dear life to any part of his wailing body that extended itself. Why did she do as she was told, Lord?" (130). In this instant, a crucial shift takes place in Ideal and Jimson's relationship. Ideal reacts, flinging "her whole body against him, flailing" obediently fighting Jimson "like a man," as he requests (130). Until now, Ideal has not been violent, nor has she perpetrated the "never-ending tirade," "chronic dispraise" or "bitching" that is suggested by the narrator in Chapter 6 (112). This moment in Chapter 7 marks an important change because it is here that Ideal at last enacts-if only by direction-the bullying for which she has been accused.
Ideal's fighting "like a man" does not pacify Jimson. The narrator relates, "he trounced upon her as if she were original sin, the cause of all suffering, the original slave trader" (Polite 1967, 130 ). Ideal's engagement not only permits Jimson's physical violence, but Ideal's fighting back also validates the shame planted in Jimson by Papa Boo. By demanding Ideal beat him, Jimson validates the shame he feels for quitting his job, once again demonstrating his inability to conform to Papa Boo's mold; and simultaneously, Jimson is ashamed of the idea that he must have a job in order for Ideal to respect him (or so he believes). In the same way that Jimson tells a story of his own experience of shaming in an effort to inspire shame in Ideal; here, Jimson feels shame for failing to adhere to a particular interpretation of blackness, while he is also ashamed at the (mistaken) idea that he has no choice but to adhere to this image.
While he is intellectually aware of society's systemic oppression, as well as the origins of both racial stratification and intra-group injustices, Jimson cannot extricate himself from the forces he points out. In the argument that he imagines on his walk home, Jimson reveals why he quit his job: by quitting, he believes he is rejecting his white supervisor's expectation that he conform to a particular image of the perfect black male. In so doing, however, he merely enacts an inverse image-irresponsible, unreliable-which is the interpretation that he (and the narrator) accuses Ideal of harboring. Jimson's sense of himself is forged in his relationships with Papa Boo and Ideal, and these relationships are weighted by numerous vectors of identification that are propagated in both white and black nationalist social systems. Thus, the relationship with Ideal illustrates the inseparability of African American racial and gendered trauma through the complex emotional states that play out through their interactions.
Jimson's blindness to his collusion in oppression, via patriarchal ideology, is importantly reflected in Ideal's pacification and obedience. Yet, while the novel offers some insight into the origins of Jimson's penchant for shaming discourses and reactive behavior, no insight is offered on Ideal, who was raised very differently from the middle-class Jimson. While Polite's narrator is aware of Ideal's internal states, mediating her ruminations, more frequently, the narrator reflects Jimson's perspective. This perspective becomes more apparent when Jimson projects his interpretations of Ideal as an emasculating matriarch. As the novel progresses, this repetition results in an increasingly controlled, normalized view of Ideal-as-matriarchdespite there being no cause or evidence for this interpretation.
These key moments in the novel, crucial to the novel's overall aesthetic, invoke images of the black matriarch and emasculated African American man as they are represented in the Moynihan Report. However, most importantly, the novel deploys these images in surreal magnification; that is, as the personal and interpersonal results of systemic misrecognition and distortion. However, in contrast with both the Moynihan Report and BP, The Flagellants does not view these images as pathological problems for black communities to resolve. Instead, the novel portrays these images as having longer, more complex roots than either Moynihan or the BAM imply. Therefore, in order to grasp the novel's engagement with ideology's effects on black American communities, attention should be turned to the novel's Prologue. This brief, conceptually dense section outlines The Flagellants' interpretation of community solidarity.
POLITE'S ORGANIC COMMUNITY
Artistically, black women in the 70s and 80s gave voice to their experiences of racism, sexism, and class oppression by offering their critical responses to the cultural and aesthetic paradigms that had been adopted by the Black Arts Movement. Although black women suffered an absence in the discourses of Black Power and the BAM, in their later literature, this absence would be injected with an understanding of it as imposed by American culture. Several African American writers have been credited with achieving this effect in their fiction, including Gayl Jones and Toni Morrison.
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Jones's work has been further credited with unabashedly depicting traditionalism and dogmatism as limiting conceptions of black femininity to reproduction and domestic labor. However, before Jones or Morrison, Polite injected The Flagellants' Prologue with a similar depiction, drawing attention to this absence within black nationalist discourses as constructed, textual effects produced through complex processes of signification (Gates 1983, 721) . The novel's Prologue offers a sharp portrayal of the segregated rural South. While the contra-BAM, Southern folk aesthetic in African American women's literature would not emerge in discourses until the 1970s and 80s, Polite's 1967 novel anticipates the dawning of this paradigm, and rigorously questions whether the South should be considered the authentic-that is, productive, empowering-source of African American culture. A similar critique would not appear again until 1990, when Hazel V. Carby would publish "The Politics of Fiction, Anthropology, and the Folk: Zora Neal Hurston." In this influential essay, Carby offers a rigorous critique of the turn to Southern folk aesthetics, which had been largely inspired by the recovery of Hurston's fiction, in African American literature and criticism (1990, ). Yet, decades before Carby's piece, The Flagellants' Prologue prophetically inculcates black women in the continuance of both the silencing and dogmatism for which segregated rural communities have been criticized.
The Prologue offers troubling images and events from Ideal's early life that show a child who is "bullied for her cowardice" and "chastised for being softhearted" (Polite 1967, 17) . Rather than being primed to become a matriarch-"iron-willed, effectual, treacherous toward and contemptuous of Black men"-in her childhood home of Black Bottom, Ideal is actually prepped for the brand of dysfunctional relationship she will have with Jimson (Bambara 2005b, 145) . That is, she is conditioned to the idea that she is a problematic object to be acted upon. A beautiful, but "unusual" child, Ideal's fellows construe her nature according to their unwritten, and often unspoken, rules for Black Bottom life.
For instance, one woman, who "enjoyed the reputation of being down to earth, filled with motherwit" notes Ideal's fearfulness and regularly torments her by playing jokes on the child. This woman is unsettled by Ideal's sensitivity and advises her mother (who does not appear in the narrative) "to watch every move" Ideal makes (Polite 1967, 16) . The woman interprets the child's apprehension as a mark of "the devil"-the Bottom's term for unruliness and unpredictability (13). The narrator relates that the woman, "prescribed that the only way to control a child of Ideal's looks and temperament was to lay down the law, demand that she walk a chalk line" (13). The young Ideal needed "the devil beaten out of her constantly," in order to keep her unusualness at bay (13). It is implied that Ideal's mother follows this instruction: "The applied advice sprouted a self-destroying root at the bottom of the poor child's free heart" (17).
The "problem" with the young Ideal is that she is terrified by the mundane sights and sounds of her hometown. For instance, in the Prologue's opening scene, Ideal is detained atop a bed at a party, where grotesque, "Matisse-like" adults revel in the dark and "implore" the child to dance for them (Polite 1967, 4) . 18 Although the narrator does not mention any physical harm being perpetrated against Ideal, this scene indicates her anxiety, revealing her experience as akin to a nightmare:
One of her hands grasped and held together the woman's nightgown that she wore. A black bird in snow tracks the same patterns as she did atop the big brass bed that night. Every color within the room hurled challenges across the bed. Every moan and coaxing cheer whirled through the confines of the room. The stationary form could no longer contain the strain of the child's protest or the noise of the scene. (Polite 1967, 4) Her anxiety may be sensed as she skips among the bed sheets like a snow-bound blackbird, but the narrator does not directly communicate this information. This scene is not invested with significance; instead, Ideal's shame and fear are projected, by way of the narrator's use of a metaphor-punctuated image. This absence of compassion is key to the Prologue's expression.
The narrator's dispassion implies that there is a difference between Ideal and her environment; moreover, neither the party's boisterous atmosphere nor the child's negative reaction is bound by any valuation by Polite's narrator. This very subtle move reveals that the party's paralyzing condition is a norm in Black Bottom for Ideal. As such, this sense of paralysis mutates and migrates among the Prologue's scenes. The rest of the Prologue offers additional scenes, reiterating Ideal's informal education in Bottom norms and values. In these scenes of learning, however, Ideal's reactions to the Bottom's ideology are shown as merely evidence of her inscription within it:
The tones [Ideal] heard [as a child] became her mother language. The beliefs she overheard became her first fear. She would remember these sounds and images for the rest of her life. They were her roots. She would retain this life in that part of her mind that dwelled deep within her eyes-behind a frown. The images would become less distinct with time, but she would be colored by them until her dying day. (Polite 1967, 16) One such scene comes in the form of advice that Ideal's great-grandmother offers on their walk home from the party: "Remember what I tell you, Ideal. Always walk tall. Never bow down to anything or anyone; unless, of course, you feel like bowing-quite naturally, you will then" (5, emphasis added). This contradictory advice is offered without explanation, unsettling the young Ideal.
This rendition of elder authority presents another layer of Black Bottom's condition; that is, the great-grandmother asserts that Ideal should "always walk tall," but stipulates this decree of self-preservation with an illusion of choice: "unless, of course, you feel like bowing." The great-grandmother encourages Ideal to "walk tall," unashamed of self-preserving reactions she may have to disagreeable conditions (such as the party); but, she then tells the child that she should "naturally" expect herself to also "feel like bowing" on occasion. She never tells Ideal when she should "bow." Ideal's inability to understand her great-grandmother's abstract advice renders it useless and frustrating to the child; the narrator mediates: "What did walking tall mean? What did bowing have to do with feeling? What would bowing before something or someone do to the heart of the bower? The great-grandmother's heart had answered these questions long ago" (Polite 1967, 5) . Rather than asking these questions, the child lets go of the old woman's hand and runs ahead, "trying to outdo her own shadow"; and the great-grandmother-in an ironic, symbolic moment-chastises Ideal for this (6). Ideal cannot connect her "fearfulness" and "cowardice"-the things for which she is bullied-to the act of "walking tall." As a result, despite her great-grandmother's advice, she is consistently made to perceive her emotions and reactions as problematic-as aspects of her character that must be controlled.
In the characterization of the great-grandmother, Polite evokes a model of cultural and familial connection that posits a mother-figure as the root of black women writers' art-a model of literary origins for which later writers, like Walker, would become famous. Anticipating this model, Polite appraises the gesture of imparting a mother-figure as the authoritative medium for a younger female generation's access to history; the great-grandmother, a former slave, is an agent of historical preservation, supporting the past and its transmission. This ironic appeal to cultural and familial connection demonstrates how advice by elders-rather than inspiring-will inhibit Ideal's ability to create a new narrative for herself.
As the Prologue and novel progress, Ideal finds it "natural" to bow in most instances-and particularly if she wishes to stave off frightening circumstances, as experienced at the party, or via her "down to earth" tormenter. For instance, the treatment Ideal receives, following the tormenter's "motherly" advice, is not relayed as distressing to the child. And in the latter part of the Prologue, Ideal's fears seem to diminish to resignation-or, "bowing." The contradictions she faces are thus to be taken as part of normal life-thus, "one's nature" should fall in line with Black Bottom (Polite 1967, 18) . With the cessation of her emotional reactions, Ideal learns to perform bowing as if it were natural; and with this, her individuality and experiences are subsumed. Through Ideal's resigned bowing, Polite imparts an important commentary upon how class oppression and patriarchal ideology have been unwittingly adapted and normalized by her forebearsand thus, are at risk for similar normalization by writers yet to come. Polite challenges this forthcoming aesthetic's implicit avoidance of cultural conflicts with urbanization, using her Prologue to call attention to potential sources of these conflicts. Indeed, Polite's prophetic commentary was correct: More than a decade after The Flagellants' publication, Walker's recovery of Hurston's 1930s fiction revealed an aesthetic marked by the association of genuine, black experiences with folk culture and the impoverished, provincial life of the segregated South. Walker's 1974 essay, "In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens" inaugurated the reclamation of this Southern folk aesthetic (1983, . This work by Walker during the 1970s marked the emergence of the Southern folk aesthetic in black feminist literary criticism. Polite's Prologue questions whether such aesthetic nostalgia may harbor dangerous social ramifications, particularly if black writers are meant to authenticate the social purpose of literature in their work's narrative style (Dubey 2003, 144-58) .
It is important to note, then, that Ideal's emotional reactions to her conditions in Black Bottom are of no consequence to her environment. Her reactions are not productive, but merely denote judgment: a combination of an experience and a particular sensation (shame, fear, etc.). In this way, contrary to the interpretations of her fellow Bottom-dwellers, Ideal's personal emotions are not a true resistance against her community's dogma because they do not establish a problem with her environment. The forms of unusualness that Ideal's fellows perceive in her, then, are merely rationalizations. Thus, Ideal's emotional reactions create a space for Bottom ideology to dominate her, flattening her to meld with community values. Her sudden obedience toward the end of the Prologue encompasses Ideal's ultimate experience of her environment-beyond an act of will, she obeys, for the sake of survival, the command of the Bottom's ideology.
As the novel unfolds, this remains her outlook into adulthood; as the narrator states, Ideal "would remember these sounds and images" of Black Bottom "for the rest of her life" (Polite 1967, 16) . The resonances of Ideal's early experiences name the conditions of her later life-the routine of bowing and resignation becomes simultaneously embedded in Ideal's present (i.e., the body of the novel), as well as in her past. This point becomes particularly significant, as Ideal eventually moves away from Black Bottom to New York City. On the Prologue's final page, as she prepares to leave the town behind, one of her fellow Bottom-dwellers warns her: "Where you are going now, Ideal, you will have to act and talk just like white folks; because if you don't, God will strike you dead" (20) .
Ideal is suddenly faced with a new, totally alien, concern; issues such as racial relations or the negotiation of racial dynamics are completely irrelevant in Black Bottom. In the Bottom, social survival strictly concerns one's acquiescence to the workaday cruelties and contradictions of poverty's lived experiences. In the city, however, it is apparently different-pressures will compound, Ideal is told.
And one last time, punctuating the close of the Prologue, the narrative voice intervenes to mediate naïve Ideal's response to her fellow's warning: "Staying next door to white people was the same as staying next door to black people, yellow people, brown people, any people. They cried the same blues, the same joys, ate, slept, had babies and funerals, went their merry and tragic ways" (Polite 1967, 20-21) . This forms the outset of Ideal's emotional genealogy, paralleling the novel's chronicle of her misrecognition as a castrating matriarch.
PROBLEM OF INSCRIPTION
Ideal's experiences thus seem to foreclose hope for productive debate with Jimson. Throughout the novel, she absorbs Jimson's tirades with Black Bottom resignation. Yet in Chapter 11, following one of Jimson's final tirades, she speaks out against him:
Do you ever stop and think about what comes out of your mouth? Do you wonder why it is that you have given the history of your people, the black people in America, such a negative, lascivious, unintelligent depiction?. . . . You mean what you say about being out here by yourself, the social anchorite detached from life, don't you?. . . . It would be a pitiful sight to behold hearing you preach this doctrine from a black church's pulpit some Sunday morning, or . . . before the good brothers of any fraternity. You name the group. The people would massacre you." (Polite 1967, 185-86) Ideal's monologue extends for several pages, revealing an alternate perception of race. In this key scene, Ideal shifts the narrative focus onto Jimson's negativity toward race, forcing him to face his contingency. Ideal addresses Jimson's unconstructive relation to society in his own idiom, and for the first time, Polite's narrator is silent as she speaks.
Of course, Ideal's Chapter 11 monologue should not be read as decoupling her from their relationship's dysfunction. At the beginning of The Flagellants' final chapter, another disorienting moment emerges much like that which opened Chapter 1. Here, Ideal's inner monologue fuses with Polite's narrative voice; however, unlike Chapter 1, instead of a depressed, resigned Ideal, the character becomes abruptly aware of her ideological inscription. Ideal sees how her thoughts and practices feed into both Jimson's misrecognition of her, as well as her own misrecognition of Jimson:
Out of accident, the chaos was borne along, so that now, evil has emerged. Evil accepts as its guise self-pity. . . . Why could we have not made of our ideals something constructive, taking from our experiences its creative force to bring to the world our loving attitudes? Must we make of the soil a playground for our adult temper tantrums? If our original good intention is toward ourselves, and proceeding in its normal, changing order toward mother, father, our brothers and sisters, must we employ our most evil force to gain that good intention? (Polite 1967, 192-93) In this two-page inner monologue, Ideal acknowledges her awareness of ideology and how her resignation has perpetuated the "substandard" conditions she bemoans in the first chapter. She points out that this very sensation is that which holds she and Jimson back from self-fulfillment.
And yet, while the discursive and narrative work of Chapters 11 and 12 may be read as either hopeful or scathing, the function of these chapters is merely descriptive, leading to a rather flat ending. At the novel's close, Ideal and Jimson part ways; Ideal is tired and she asks Jimson to leave. Polite's model for subject formation enables a complex understanding of ideology's work; Jimson and Ideal are faced-not with the problem of distinguishing the ideological from the actual, but-with the problem of choosing between competing versions of actuality. 19 One consequence of this is that conventional conceptions of the self and the author are replaced by the ideologically inscribed, or positioned, subject. The conventional, autonomous subject marks the condition for historical progress that is generated by rational subjects who scrutinize social and cultural norms. Yet, Jimson and Ideal's static characterizations frame the blind spot of this rational subject: the belief that one may be a fully-developed, self-reflective individual who harnesses reason to overcome oppression. In Polite's model, the unique voice of this autonomous agent is revealed as merely ideology speaking through a subject position. Thus, Polite presents a rigid subject, overdetermined and interpreted by ideology-paralyzed, and without space for resistance or agency.
Historicizing The Flagellants' context through examinations of cultural, political, and social influences, helps to reveal how the novel became so obscure. In a time when African American men vied for a portion of American political patriarchy; when African American women voiced to their intersectional experiences in narrative; and at a time when the American academy (the New Critics, the New York Intellectuals) insisted that social experiences and ideological apparatuses had no role in literary production or criticism, The Flagellants simply did not fit into any interpretive, discursive model. In Polite's novel, no individual, collective, or ideological school is innocent when it comes to the perpetuation of racism. And every character, every idea-however flat or magnified-has a hand in contributing to the novel's culminating atmosphere of resignation: mass culture holds as much responsibility as nationalist discourse; women and men are culpable; the city is just as dangerous a space as rural Black Bottom; and elders are just as misguided and flawed as the youth. And perhaps most interesting, the issue of specifically named, racial experiences falls to the background in The Flagellants; in the novel, it is a rare occasion when black and white Americans cross paths, and although these rare interactions are generally negative, all human interactions in the world of the novel are equally so.
Amidst a variety of critical contexts that asserted particular, separatist paradigms for art, criticism, and the role of the artist, The Flagellants-as a novel that simply refuses to choose a side-was a book about which one could barely write, the discursive operations simply did not exist. This point explains its near-absence from BAM-era scholarship. And this perhaps also accounts for how other (predominantly white) American academic reviewers, if they noted anything positive about the text, could only speak to its emotional depth.
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The Flagellants is a text that insists the reader assume a self-reflexive, auto-critical attitude toward reading; it demands a certain analytical creativity, historical awareness, and even a kind of fearlessness. This may explain how, as a "rediscovered" text (in the 1990s), the novel was poised as little more than a biographical analogy, strippedalong with Polite-of its innovation and masterful interpretation of its 1960s audiences, as well as the means through which they made meaning from expressive art.
Whether Carlene Hatcher Polite's obscurity (and that of her first novel) has anything to do with some aspect of the writer or her life is immaterial to this study. 21 The novel intends the act of reading to become participatory in nature-and less a methodical process toward revealing a presumed truth about Polite herself. According to The Flagellants, readers must unmake the organizing principles through which meaning is created: these cannot lead to liberation nor can they sustain life, particularly where freedom of expression is concerned. As for scholarly engagements with the novel, only a handful were published after the novel's second printing, and all rely on a biographical reading to account for the novel's content and style. Of the five total articles published in peer-reviewed journals, three appeared together in the same journal issue: Newson (1992) ; Reid (1992) ; Worthington-Smith (1992)-all included in the MAWA Review. Of these, Reid and Worthington-Smith revised or expanded their original MAWA Review pieces for publication a second time (thus, the number of academic essays on The Flagellants totals five). Worthington-Smith's revised article appeared in MAWA Review in 1993, and Reid's appears in The Connecticut Review in 1996. 3 See Dubey (1994); Nielsen (1997); Smethurst (2005); and Young (2006) . 4 For more on this subject, see Larry Neal (2003) . 5 Of course, the Harlem Renaissance was invested in dismantling Jim
Crow racism of the earlier twentieth century. However, in terms of its artistic aims and aesthetic theories and practices, as a movement, the Renaissance's priorities varied from the more politically oriented Black Arts Movement. 6 Abolitionism, and later World War Two, engendered a necessary break with structures of institutionalized racism-but only theoretically. This break nevertheless spurred on subtler forms of systemic racism that, in turn, expanded black Americans' real conditions of oppression. Some examples include the Black Codes, vagrancy laws, bureaucratic voting restrictions, and other decrees that (while not rhetorically coded to be exclusively for African Americans) were only ever enforced against African Americans, thereby seriously restricting and criminalizing black life. The intent of such insidious, underhandedly institutional racism was, practically speaking, bent on making it impossible for African Americans (and especially African American men) to participate in public American life in any significant or broadly meaningful way. 7 By the beginning of his term as President, Truman had been long astute to the needs and concerns of African American voters. Raised in a racist Southern culture and with political experience working as a Senator for Missouri, Truman had become perceptive about the color question long before most other American politicians; his career had long been reliant upon being responsive to African American voters. For additional discourse on the political career of Truman and his "Double V" campaign following World War Two, see Rawn James (2014). 8 For an excellent examination of the ways black women's roles and images have been limited and stigmatized in both black and white cultural discourses, see Angela Davis (1998) . 9 The work of literary recovery may be ideological, but sometimes, it is also personal or institutional or both. Because of this, an examination of precisely why Polite was ultimately omitted from 1980s and 90s reclamation projects-especially when writers like Jones were not-is a study that warrants a separate article. Indeed, a piece akin to Dubey's study of Jones's omission from 1980s reclamation projects (1995) is more than overdue for Polite. Although a second printing of The Flagellants was authorized in 1987 through Beacon Press, the novel never took hold in the academy as relevant or particularly valuable to the history of black women's literature in the United States. Polite wrote in a similar critical context as Jones; and like Jones, she was critiqued for her ideological ambivalence and questionable depictions of black lives. As Dubey has pointed out, like Jones, Polite's work posed "serious and disquieting questions" about tradition-building and ideology's invisible work in everyday life; and like Jones, Polite's use of communal framing devices and nontraditional oral narrative modes do not signify a positively unified cultural voice. Unlike Jones, however, the research on Polite's omission does not yet exist. I hope to remedy this in a second piece on Polite's career. 10 I have chosen to engage a specific definition of ideology in this study, so as to match its meaning (to my inquiry) with the critical contexts in which The Flagellants was read. My use of ideology has been adapted from the work of Louis Althusser (1971). Althusser's analyses of ideological apparatuses may be read as working within identity categories such as race and gender, so as to maintain existing power relations of, for instance, the nation-state and/or patriarchal society. 11 Like Chapters 1 and 2, the action in Chapters 3 through 10 oscillates between the narrative present (which is technically the past, when compared with Chapters 1 and 2) and the characters' internal struggles with memories from their childhoods. This constant shifting and overlapping of time and space can make the novel's action very hard to follow and has likely also contributed to its being left out of much pedagogy and scholarship. 12 Thus, if one wished to read the novel's chapters in an order that reflects the chronology of the characters' relationship (or, as close to a chronology as might be allowed by such a discontinuous narrative), the chapters would be read in the following order: Chapters 3-10; followed by Chapters 1, 2, 11, and 12. Of course, this order does not take into account the novel's Prologue, which supplies the narrative with a disorienting, but crucial backstory. 13 Although The Flagellants predates academic demarcations of black feminism, during BAM itself, black women writers bridled against black nationalism's reclamation of the phallus (Dubey 1994, 27-28) . The novel's entanglements with black gender relations, BAM discourses, and deeper registers of the movement's engagement with America's history of slavery led to Polite's name reappearing in Black World during the 60s, along with Jet and Ebony. 14 Chapters 3 and 4 show Ideal as the silently annoyed breadwinner, passing her days at work by daydreaming; in these chapters, Jimson exists only in her memories as the positive incarnation he assumed when they first met. 15 See also Cade Bambara (2005b) . 16 On gender discrimination in the black nationalist movement, see Carson Clayborne (1995) ; Barbara Ransby (2005) ; Nikol G. Alexander-Floyd (2007) ; and Michele Wallace (1990) . 17 Although there are many others, Morrison's early novels, The Bluest Eye (1970) and Sula (1973) , along with Jones' first novel, Corregidora (1975) have been credited as excellent examples of texts from this period that illustrate the discursive constructedness of African American women's ideological absence from/silence within black nationalist discourses (see Dubey 1994) . It is worth noting, however, that these much more wellknown texts were published several years following the US release of Polite's The Flagellants, which has yet to be credited with such creative achievements. 18 Ideal's childhood in Black Bottom may have contributed to 90s readings of the novel, which attributed its obscurity to its presumed autobiographical nature. Black Bottom was also a Detroit neighborhood, and Polite was from Detroit. Many African Americans migrated there from the South during the Great Migration, bringing with them Southern culture. The Bottom was demolished in the early 60s for "urban renewal." However, 90s readers did not engage with how black cultural nationalism reproduced black femininity through countless cultural patterns, including narrative strategies that exclude or absorb black female consciousness and experiences; nor did they consider how The Flagellants performs
